
INT. GARAGE - EVENING

RIVER CLAPS ENTHUSIASTICALLY AS THEIR BEST FRIEND BRYCE 
FINISHES PLAYING A TERRIBLE SONG ON THE GUITAR.

RIVER

(FAKING IT) Wow, oh wow, that song was 

really... something.

BRYCE

Yeah? You really liked it?

RIVER

Liked it? I LOVED it! I mean you got 

so much out of just those two chords.

BRYCE

Oh great! What was your favorite part?

RIVER

Ooh, gosh, favorite part? There were 

just so many. So many parts. You had 

three totally different bridges.

BRYCE

But if you had to pick a favorite...

RIVER

There was that line where you rhymed 

“ground” with “grounded”.

BRYCE

A lot of people would say that doesn’t 

work.
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RIVER

Mmhmm. A lot of people would say that. 

(OFF BRYCE’S FACE) But not me!

BRYCE

And you’re not just saying that 

because we’re best friends? Because we 

have to be honest with each other.

RIVER

Of course! But friends also need to be 

supportive. (NOTICING BRYCE IS 

WORRIED) And this song is so great 

that I get to do both!

BRYCE

Did you like the stuff about Ricky?

RIVER

Ricky? Super popular captain of the 

soccer team who has never noticed us 

before Ricky?

BRYCE

Yeah!

RIVER

Duh, I knew that. I just got overcome 

by the emotion... because you scream 

all the lyrics so passionately.

BRYCE

I was worried I was a little off-key.
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RIVER

Psshh, people put way too much 

emphasis on “keys.”

BRYCE

Great. I’m gonna go play it for Ricky.

BRYCE GETS UP TO GO.

RIVER

Now? So soon? Don’t you want to let 

the song really settle first?

BRYCE

If you really think it’s good, then 

I’m gonna go play it for Ricky right 

now.

RIVER IS TORN. BUT THEY HAVE TO SUPPORT THEIR FRIEND.

RIVER

Go play that song. And I will be there 

with you. Whatever happens. In the 

words of a great poet: “If you never 

let your feet leave the ground, then 

you might as well be grounded.”

BRYCE

Great line, right?

RIVER

It’s even better when you scream it.

END OF SCENE
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